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Bakker sentenced
Preacher gets 45 years, $500,000 fine
CHARLOTIE, N.C. OP) — Fallen
television evangelist Jim Bakker was
sentenced to 45 years in prison and fined $500,000 on Tuesday for defrauding
his followers by using their money for his
own enrichment.
"I'm deeply sorry for those I have
hurt," Bakker said before he was
sentenced by U.S. District Court Judge
Robert Potter. "I have sinned. But never
in my life did I intend to defraud."
Bakker shook his head in disbelief
while a federal prosecutor presented
arguments, as did his daughter. Tammy
Sue Chapman. Bakker's wife, Tammy
Faye, did not attend the court session.
Potter is nicknamed "Maximum Bob"
after his reputation for harsh sentences,
particularly drug sentences.
Bakker had faced a maximum
sentence of 120 years. He could be eligible for parole in 10 years.
Jessica Hahn, the church secretary
whose sexual tryst with Bakker led to the
hush money scandal that caused him to
lose control of PTL in 1987, said in a
television interview that she was not
satisfied with the sentence.
"In my opinion, I still feel like it won't
p-foThe-years fhaf peopTe-wolVa
ad-cruto save up money. to give to PTL.."
Prosecutors didn't recommend a
specific sentence, but asked Potter for a
-T-Iong sentence and a heavy fine, arguing
that Bakker hasn't assumed osponsibili.
ty for his crimes. The government also
asked that Bakker be ordered4p repay

up to MO million in money donated by
followers.
Bakker's acting lawyer, Harold
Bender, asked Potter to consider alternatives to prison "and allow this defendant the benefit of the court's compassion and mercy."
Bakker, 49, was convicted Oct. 5 op
23 counts of fraud and one count of
conspiracy for selling lodging guarantees
at his Christian retreat when he knew
there weren't enough rooms available.
The jury, which began hearing the
case Aug. 2414und that Bakker used
more than $3.7 million of his followers'
money to buy luxurious homes, fancy
cars, jewelry and expensive vacations.
In a sentencing memo, Justice Department fraud specialist Deborah Smith
and Assistant U.S. Attorney Jerry Miller
asked Potter that Bakker be ordered to
pay restitution. Unsettled claims total
between $90 million to $100 million, according to lawyers representing the
partners.
Prosecutors said when Bakker was indicted that the maximum fine could be
more than $5 million. But when they filed the recommehd_a_tipn, they cited the
tillCurial Fine Enforcement Act of 1984,
which allows a maximum fine to be no
more than twice the highest fine allowed for any count in the case.
Since Bakker faced 21 counts carrying maximum $250,000 fines and three
carrying maximum $1,000 fines, the
(see BAKKER page 8)

Israel accepts Baker
plan for Mideast talks Lick holds
open forum
Tuesday night at GSS
c

UMaine President Dale Lick addressed the General Student Senate Tuesday night
in an open forum.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Israeli
Foreign Minister Moshe Arens has
notified Secretary of State James A.
Baker III that his government accepts a
U.S. plan for Palestinian negotiations,
with two reservations, the Israeli embassy said today.
One proviso is that Baker provide
assurances that the Palestine Liberation
Organization will not participate in the
talks. The other is that any Israeli
meeting with Palestinians before elections are conducted on the West Bank
and in Gaza would be restricted to arrangements for the balloting, said Ruth
Yaron, the embassy spokeswoman.
Arens sent a letter to Baker on Monday night outlining his government's
position. It was delivered by Ambassador Moshe Arad after Baker
returned from San Fransisco, where he
made a speech on US. arms control
policy.
"He is
not optimistic or

pessimistic," a U.S. official said after
Baker read the letter. "He is realistic."
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir, meanwhile, told reporters during a tour of the Golan Heights that,
"Israel will agree to the plan after the
changes we proposed are accepted."
He called the exchange with Baker
positive. "I don't see any large gap between our views and the proposals of the
secretary of state, but there are some differences," he said.
The prime minister added that "in a
few days we will know if there is an
agreement or not.',

However, members of the opposition
Labor Party, which supports the Baker
proposal without reservations, said they.
would stage a walkout in*parliameni
protest the government's stand.' —
"I don't see anything in Baker's proproposal that needs to be changed7 —
said Labor leader Shimon Peres. .

By Dan McEnerney
Staff Writer
For more than an hour and a half,
University of Maine President Dale
Lick fielded questions from senators
and students at Tuesday night's
meeting of the General Student
Senate.
In his introduction, Lick mentioned a number of major construction
projects that will be initiated during
the next two years.
Among those in the planning stage
are at least one new residence hall to.
be located on Rangeley__Road. The
new dorms will "be a very different
style," according to.Lick.
Each room will have a central III-

ing area with single or double
bedrooms. The dorms will most likely be filled by juniors and seniors.
"They will probably be the number
one choice for people living on campus,"
Lick said. "If you stay around for
two'Or three years, you will see more
construction than you have seen in
the past 20,'; said Lick.
Other construction projects planned for the next two years include: a
Performing Arts building that Will
connect Hauck Auditorium to the
Maine-Crnter for Arts, anew science building, a new home for the College
of Business Administration, an addition to Boardman Hall and a few
(see LICK page 8)
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Zsa Zsa gets jail term and fine
for slapping Beverly Hills policeman
BEVERLY HILLS (AP) — A
judge ordered Zsa Zsa Gabor to
spend 72 hours behind bars Tuesday
for slapping a Beverly Hills
policeman during a traffic stop, telling her "if you slap a cop, you go to

STEPHEN LEWIS
FORMER CANADIAN
AMBASSADOR TO
THE UNITED NATIONS 'k
'SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN
THE THIRD WORLD: A CANADIAN
PERSPECTIVE'
(A question and answer period on
Canada's role in the world will follow.)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 8:00 P.M.
BODVVELL LOUNGE
MAINE CENTER ELM THEARTS,
Sponsored by the Distinguished Lecture Series, The guest Lecture Series. The
President's Discretionary Fund, The International Affairs Club, The
Canadian-American Ceram and The Peace Studies Program.

HELP!!!

Municipal Judge Charles Rubin
also ordered Miss Gabor to pay
$2,350, in fines ant1 penaltie‘ and
$10,000 restitution for extraordinary
costs to the city due to the case's
notoriety. He directed the former
beauty queen from Hungary to perform 120 hours of community service
in a shelter for homeless women.
The judge repeatedly admonished
and rebuked the sullen, sometimes
smirking Miss Gabor, telling her she
had shown contempt for justice,

of Social Work
Needs You
If you or someone you know
would like to be part of
our team as a work study
student, see Marolyn Foster
in 201 Fernald Hall, or call
Extensionf4387)

Rubin sentenced Miss) Gabor to
two concurrent 24-month jail terms.
but suspended them and ordered her
to serve 96 hours in jail,,with credit
for 24 hours served after her arrest
June 14.
Miss Gabor's sentence-requires her
to serve the 72-hour term b%
December 29, with no possibilitr 0!
early release.

Pro-franian kidnappers-renew their
demand for release of hostages
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-ProIranian kidnappers holding at least
two American hostages reiterated in
a statement released liiesday their offer to trade their captives for at least
15 Shiite Moslem comrades jailed in
Kuwait.
"We renew our firm emphasis on
the need to free our struggling
brethren from the jails of the collaborating Kuwaiti regime, and
declare that the Mujahedeen (holy
warriors) shall not resist until they see
their brethren free," said Islamic
Jihad, or Islamic Holy War.
The ,type-written statement in
Arabic was delivered anonymously to
the offices of the independent
newspaper An-Nahar and a Western
news agency in Moslem west Beirut.

The Department

police and the American people and
that she had tried to milk the case for
publicity.
"The law applies to everyone,
whether they are rich or poor and
whether they are famous or not!'
Rubin said before sentencing her. "In
the absence of extremely mitigating
circumstances...if you slap a cop, you

The text was accompanied by a
photograph of American Terry A.
Anderson, the longest held of the 18
• western hostages in Lebanon. Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent
for The Associated Press, was kidnapped March 16, 1985.

The picture showed a cleanshaven,
smiling Anderson. He was wearing
glasses and a yellow sweater. Anderson, who turns 42 on Friday, already
marked four birthdays in captivity.
Islamic Jihad also holds Thomas
Sutherland, 57, of Fort Collins, Cola
He was acting dean of agriculture
at the American University of Beirut
when he was abducted June 9, 1985.
The Shiite Moslems are jailed in
Kuwait on terrorist charges stemming
from the December 1983 bombings of
the U.S. and French embassies.
Kuwait has refused previous demands
to release the prisoners.
The copy of the statement delivered
to An-Nahar was accompanied by
two pictures of the U.S. Marine base
and the headquarters of the French
paratroopers that were blasted by
simultaneous truckbombings on Oct.
23, 1983.
Islamic Jihad said it issued the
statement to mark the anniversary of
the bombings in which 241 American- servicemen and 58 French
'
soIdieriwere killed.

dimm•

New Hampshire contractor cited
for federal safety violation
KITTERY, Maine (AP) — A New
Hampshire contractor whose
employee was crushed to death while
working on a drawbridge was cited
shortly before the accident for a
federal safety violation that could
have led to the death, authorities confirmed today.
Todd Dawson, 23, of Newfields,
N.H., was killed Oct. 12 on the bridge
that carries the U.S. Route I bypass
across the Piscataqua River between
Kittery and Portsmouth, N.H.
Dawson was riding on the. bridge's
counterweight, which was ascending
as the bridge closed when he leaned
over and was crushed against the
bridge's superstructure. His body was

cut in half, observers said.
Barely a week earlier, the federal
Occupational Safety and Health Administration cited Dawson's employer,
the Portsmouth-based Moores Neron
Inc, for 11 workplace violations stemming from a bridge inspection in
September.
On Oct. 17, the company signed an
agreement admitting the violations
and accepting a $5,500 fine, said John
Chavez, a spokesman for OSHA in
Boston.
Chevez said one of those violations
charged that the employer had
to protect employees from "recognized hazards that were causing or likeIhyarni
toc,,
ause death or serious physical
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Sex Matters
By Dr. Sandra I.. Caron
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that everyone is or should be
heterosexual, is a prevalent bias in our
culture; homophobia is defined as an
Q: Why do guys seem so concerned
intense dislike or fear of gay men and
about how they are in bed? My
lesbian women, as well as the fear of
boyfriend seems too uptight — after
being preceived as homosexual. I
sex he always asks how he did. I feel
would not assume that your friends
more like an Olympic judge than a
are intentionally meaning to alienate
sexual partner.
you. It may be that they are not aware
Female, Junior.
of what you view as their heterosexism. If you feel comfortable, I enA: Men, more than women, are likecourage you to talk with your close
ly to suffer from performance fears.
friends about this. I suggest you get in
Male sexual role expktations can be
touch with Wilde-Stein which is a studevastatinesihifillie Mae iS"Mie-eted. dent,,group made up-or gay and lesto orchestrate, initiate, determine and
bian students. They may be able to
be "ever ready" to perform sexually. offer you the support you are lookMcn are. at.in..added .disadvantage in&for.
because they're lessiftely than women
tp admit their fears of perhaps not being sexually well above average. I sugQ: Should I be concerned if my girlgest you slow down and talk with
your partner about how you and he friend has been diagnosed with
vaginitis? Male, Sophomore.
are feeling. It is important to deal
with this issue now. Recognize that
for some people performance
A: Because the vagina provides a
pressure can lead to "spectatoring."
moist and convenient passage from a
Just as we tend to be spectators at
woman's abdominal organs to the
sports events, we sometimes become
outside world, it also makes women
sexual spectators. Ae carefully watch,
vulnerable to a variety of vaginal irmonitor, grade and compare both our
ritations and infections. The general
own sexual performance and that of
term vaginitis covers them all,
our partner. It's almost as if we were
whether or not the irritation has
withdrawing from our bodies and
anything to do with being sexually achaving our sexual experience as an
tive. Sometimes a distinction is made
observer. This can be destructive
between nonspecific vaginitiseand
behavior because it takes so much
cases of vaginitis that are-due-to
away from the spontaneity ofthe -exknown specific infections like
perience atid sets up certain standards
chlamydia, trichomonas, gardnerella,
of performance that we expect to
yeast, venereal warts. Should men be
meet or exceed each time we have sex.
concerned about a sexual partner who
Spectatoring can produce anxiety and
has vaginitis? Yes, because the same
tension that greatly interfere with our
organisms that infect the vagina can
sexual abilities.
invade the male urethra during intercourse
and spread to the prostate or
hearof
I'm
tired
As a gay student,
other internal sexual organs. If a
ing people assume everyone is
woman has vaginitis, her sexual partstraight. It makes it hard for me to
ner
should also be tested.
about
anyone
"come out" and tell
who I am — even to my friends. At
times, I feel isolated and left out. Are
Sandra L. Caron is assistant professor
people so narrow-minded that they
of Family Relations in the School of
don't think anyone is gay or are they
Human Development. She teaches
just homophobic?
Human
Sexuality in the Spring
Male, Junior.
semester. Questions for Dr. Caron
A: It's hard to say what might be go- should be sent directly to the Daily
Maine Campus, Lord Hall.
ing on. Heterosexism, the assumption
•
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It's Rasta, Roots, and
Reggae with Rasta Al and
the Reggae Show. Sundays, noon to 3 p.m.
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Universilles strengthening
new rules against racism
(CPS) — On Sept. 27, about 20
Tufts, Emory, Penn State and Brown
universities, Trinity College, and the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
universities of Connecticut, Michigan,
students burst through the back door of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Wisconthe offices of the Collegian, the campus
sin and Pennsylvania, among others,
paper, to sit in until David Mark, the
recently have adopted rules limiting what
paper's top editor, would agree to resign.
campus residents can say.
The students were enraged by Mark's
"It's hard enough to get students to
Sept. 19 editorial recounting his summer
speak up (in class), and when they are
trip to the Israeli-ruled West Bank of the
afraid of the consequences, it only
Jordan River. The United Nations
makes it worse," said Pamela
observers posted there, Mark wrote,
Stephens, a senior at the University of
struck him as "sickeningly proSouthwestern Louisiana.
Palestinian."
"We've got to be Concerned about bow
Mark" ulttniatery-tefuSed to resign.
the rules are drawn," adds Jordan
Halfway across the country, a
Kurland of the American Association of
Michigan State University student in a
University Professors (AAUP1, which
dorm lounge spied a small statue cast
monitors academic freedom issues on
from a 100-year-old design depicting
George Washington's horse's groom. The campuses and has scheduled a "discusfeatures of the groom, who was black, sion" about the rules at a conference
Nov. 8-10. "They get very comwere sculpted in a manner that many
plicated."
would consider racist today.
University of Connecticut political
The student, unaware of the statue
design's age, complained to his resident science Prof. Larry Bowman concedes
adviser, who urgently relayed the com- limits on what can be said in class can
be inhibiting. "Yeah,(bannings) certainplaint to the dorm director.
Dorm director Rob Weiler subse- ly worry me."
"If you're teaching black history and
quently was accused of being insensitive
use language people used to refer to
because he didn't immediately rush to
the student lounge to see the statue. • slaves, you'd better make it clear that you
don't imply the same language is apSimilarly loose accusations of racism
have occurred at Metropolitan State Col- propriate for today," said Roger Ranlege in Denver and the' tfniversities of som, who teaches Civil War history at
Michigan and Maryland, among others, the University of California-Riverside.
"The same thing applies to talking
recently.
And while people have tossed dirty about women," he noted.
In the best-known instance of insennames at each other before, new antiracism rules adopted at some schools sitivity costing a faculty member his job,
have made accusations of racism potent University of Maryland instructor John
weapons that can cost instructors their Strenge, who had been accused of making a racist statement in class, resigned
jobs, student editors their positions and
under pressure in September.
even classmates their college careers.
1=111111=:=IIII=M11118=1111111==11111WmoalwalINOIC:111111C.:111411
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Tanning is our one
and only concern,
that's why we're the Best!

With this Coupon

OFFER GOOD'TILL NOV ist.

Try our Get Acquainted Special

2 visits for $5
and see how a good tanning center should be'.

Maine Square Mall • 659 Hogan Rd.. Bangor
_ -NEW HOURS. 14-F 8 an) - 10 pm
Saturday Warn - 5 prn
'
Bangor's Premier Tanning Center
Call 942-9212

DID YOU KNOW:
•WE DO SURVIVAL KITS
•WE PAINT BEAR PAWS
•WE SAVED MAINE DAY
•WE WANT YOU!!
'
FIND OUT MORE
CROSSLAND ALUMNI CENTER
(NEXT TO SIGMA NU)
WEDNESDAYS 6:00 P.M.
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Gregg calls for stiffer drunken driving laws
CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Gov. Judd
Gregg on Tuesday called for stiffer laws
to show that the state "will not tolerate
any level of drunk or impaired driving."
Gregg also said New Hampshire
should consider separating liquor sales
from enforcing liquor laws, which now
are under the authority of the State Liquor Commission.
Gregg testified before a task force he
set up during the summer to study ways
to prevent impaired driving.
"Unfortunately there -have been
drunk- driving incidents in the news lately," Gregg said, "but that can help the
task force-in that there's a public desire
to take action."
"Your report is going to be taken very,
very seriously," he told the panel,
which must submit its report by the end
of the year.
"We need to communicate that as a
society we will not tolerate any level ofdrunk or impaired driving," he said.

"There are a lot of things I think we can
support increasing the 90-day license
do to assert that."
suspension to six months or one year.
One suggestion was to lower the
Gregg told the committee he would repercentage of alcohol in the blood
quire alcohol and drug testing for drivers
necessary for a driver to be considered
involved in crashes that result in personal
intoxicated.
injury, even if no one is killed.
"We ought to take a look at the Maine
He recommended stiffer penalties for
experience at reducing the stated intoxpeople with two "first offejtses" on their
ication levels from .10 down to .08,"
records. Gregg said that some drivers are
Gregg said.
convicted of two drunken driving viola"It appears that Maine has had some
tions but are charged with a first offense
success with the .08 level. That's a more
both tithes. These people instead should
severe standard and one which I think
be considered habitual offenders, he
we should take a hard tooksaid:—
Gregg also suggested tougher , He suggested a new "standards and
penalties for first-time offenders.' '
review" group made up of county atCurrent laws call for a maximum fine,
local prosecutors and law entorneys,
.
of $500, Ilianclatory -kiss of driver's • forcaient ZifficiarstiSSet gtircielides for
license for a minirmirn 90 days, and a
driving cases
the prdsecntion
completion of an alcohol education
course. Gregg suggested mandator
community service as well.
He also proposed tougher penalties
--4or drivers who refuse to take
Breathalyzer tests. Gregg said he would

rbunsbay, October 26
5:oo p.m.
FFA Room, Mcmonial UNION
ScaN Beans, 1st yean mebica1slubegrar111-1SIC1flcaqo Mebical Samol
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PEACE STUDIES
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FUTURE
AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
FREE TO STUDENTS
October 24& 25,1989
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
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Still, Gregg said his "gut reaction" was
that enforcement of ttre-state's -tiquor.
laws should be the responsibility of the
Department of Safety, not the Liquor
,
CommisSion.

g

SUGARLOAF
gives you a run
for the money...
70 in fact!
A COLLEGE SEASON PASS is the
best ski deal around. Only $275 if
purchased before 10/2/89; $300 if
purchased before 11 /1/89, fora full
season of skiing. College students
and faculty members only! Pt current
college I.D. must be presented at
time of purchase.
Available at the Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gym
University of Maine
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sugarloaf/usa
Carrabassett Valley, Maine 04947

Telephone 207/237-2000
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PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
resume its case against Pinkham.
Police do not have to think a civil or
"Quite bluntly, we anticipated from
criminal violation has occured before
the beginning we would win this,"
they stop-a car, the Maine supreme
Crook said. Neither--ef-Pinkharre court ruled Tuesday in a drunken
Skowhegan attorneys, John Alsop
driving case.
and Andrew Ketterer, immediately
The justice ruled 5-1 to overturn a
returned a reporter's phone message.
District Court's ruling that had
The supreme court majority wrote
thrown out evidence gathered when a
that "a civil or criminal infraction is
police officer stopped Ronald
not always essential and that safety
Pinkham in Skowhegan after obser- _zeasons alone could .justify a stop."
ving Pinkham driving in a manner_
Justice_ Caroline_ D. Glassman that would indicate a possible safety
wrote a dissenting opinion, saying
problem. but.nota_violation. The rul-T - That the possible risk 4o-future safety
ing Tuesday said Pinkham was stopis not a good enough reason for
ped when he drove straight through
police to stop a motorist.
an intersection even though he was in
"This court establishes a new and
a lane With an arrow indicating
different standard to govern the
drivers should turn right.
legality of a stop for safety
Once Pinkham was stopped, the
reasons," Ms. Glassman wrote.
officer suspected drunken driving, ad"This standard differs significantly
ministered a breath test and arrested
from the well-established standard
Pinkham for allegedly operating
governing the validity of a stop for a
under the Influence.
believed civitinfractionpr-a-eriminalAs his trial on the0-tri charge got
violation that we have previously apunderway, Pinkham succeeded inplied to a stop for safety reasons.-"-having the evidence from the traffic
Crook said he did not believe the
stop suppressed and the trial was
ruling would change the way police
halted.
handle traffic stops, but he believed
District Attorney David W. Crook
it will clarify the law for defense atsaid Tuesday that his office will now
torneys-and judges.

_
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"It is a situation where you've got two
different streams of thought," Gregg
said, "but the fact is that liquor is going to be sold. The sale is not the
problem-usage is"

Police can stop cars tor safety
violations, supreme court rules

HEality PROfESSiONS QUESt Speaker

_1989

so plea bargains are more consistent.
Rep. Leo Spencer, D-Lee, a member
of the committee, asked Gregg whether
the new campaign conflicted with the Liquor Commission's role as a moneymaker for the state.
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Aroostook R.A.s go rappelling for fun
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While they often appear mildmannered in their tasks of planning programs, designing bulletin boards and enforcing the university's alcohol policies,
the daredevil in Aroostook Hall's resident director and assistants lies just
below the surface.
During the first week of classes, Matt
Nutt, one of the R.A.s in Aroostook, airmembersIli
go rappelling from the Army ROTC rap- /
pelling tower, which Army cadre
members were using to give instructional
—.sessions to intarested udents.—
Rappelling is a method the Army and
mountain climbers use to lower
themselves down mountain faces. The
rappeller wears a harness attached to a
safety line, and descends by bounding
away from the mountain while loosening the grip on the safety line.
"1 had rappelled from the tower before
and with Maine Bound," Nutt said. "I
photo hy Brian Campbel
thought it would be good, because it was
something that was different, and that MSG Timothy Deraps (right, top)instructs a student on the finer poipts of rappelling.
not everybody had tried'
When Nutt first mentioned his rap- ing it for theifst time. The fact that the
because I'm scared of heights," she
pelling idea to the staff, it was met with ladder leading up to the tower was swaysaid.
little enthusiasm. Several staff members ing in the wind didn't help matters either.
After leaning backward on the edge
"That was the worst part of the whole
were afraid of heights, while others were
of the tower, the rapp4ler must walk
thing," said R.A. Dawn Wyman. "I
down the wall a few steps and sit in an
Indifferent to the idea.
L-position, to provide ithe space and
By the time Nutt got to the tower, was climbing up the ladder, and it was
unding.
-however, Resident Director Laura- „swinging back-and-forth-I-jug knew I Ieverage nece4sary for
ichols, and four of her R.A.s had - was going to die.-"-----R.A. Mark Wilson--d that the f
Wyman did not die, nor did she injure
moments he spent iri-the-poOtiop. were
changed their minds, and were ready to
herself on -the tower,-in fact,-she suc- —tense ones for him.
— take the plunge
"I was thinking 'What do I do now',
Although anxious to bound off the cessfully rappelled twice from the
and felt all of my muscles tighten up,"
tower, a few of the R.A.s were rappell- 20-foot tower.
"It was a real accomplishment for me
Wilson said.
ing novices, and were nervous about do-

"I didn't want to move," Wyman
said.
The first few trips down the tower
were difficult for the staff members, but
after several attempts, they became more
confident, Wyman said.
Master Sgt. Timothy DeRaps, who
supervised the instructional sessions,
said the building of self-confidence
through rappelling is a common
occurrence.
"People come in wondering, 'Can I
really do this?' DeRaps said._ "After _
they've done it a few times, they begin
to think 'There's nothing I can't do if I
put out for it:"
Wyman said the lessons she has learned through rappelling have helped her in
her performance as an R.A.
"It helps a lot _because you have to
Mite the initiative," Wyman said.
"Once you're on the wall, there's no turning back."

WME.i 91.9
FM Orono:
For reggae, jazz,
blues, hard core
alternative, classical,
and news, listen to Radio
seven
Free
days-a week.-

4;)

A Luncheon Discussion Series
Thursdays Sutton Lounge
12:20 to 1:30 p.m.
Oct 26

The Great Debate Over the BlackUnderclass: Blaming the Victim or
Describing Inc Problem?
Presenter Valerie Caner Assislant.Prolessor or
Sociology UM
This noontime series is being sponsored by
ihe Maine Peace Action-Committee MPAC)
and Toe Uit't-ort Board

MEET ME AT

ATTENTION COMMUTER AND
FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS
Student Handbooks are available for commuter
students at the following locations:
Commuter Services, Memorial Union
Information Booth, Memorial Union
New Student Programs,Chadboume Hall

R„,„
I3SN
STUDENTS.

the Air Force
* immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results Of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force -nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship,
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force Call
MAJOR RUTH DEJESUS
\
603-433-1886

.11•Malir•a=11..••••••••••.41.1.01.4.1.-

In addition, A Guide for Locating Academic
Support Services on Campus will be available
this week for commuter, first- year students
at the same locations.

If you have any questions or need additional
information, please feel free to call New
Student Programs at 581-1826

-
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Editorial
No solutions
T

-

he ongoing debate over sexist language and
whether or not the word "freshman" should be
used at the University of Maine is definitely getting out of hand.
.
Recent letters printed in the Daily Maine Campus suggest that the patience of the majority.4of tkis_institudo
-it's -students is rapidly reaching an erici-in regard to
this issue.
Since some students are so offended by the word
"freshman" because, in their view, it suggests gender
bias toward the mate-Ot the species, w-bry. nal-substitute
a different word in its place?
Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary (second edition, 1979) defines freshman as "a novice; a .
beginner."
Using a little common sense, °lie can reason that an
appropriate substitute term can be found in The New
American Roget's College Thesaurus (1985) by looking
up the word "beginner."
The choices are: tyro, novice, neophyte, acolyte,
rookie, recruit, cub, learner, amateur, first-time Charlie,
and low man on the totem pole.
Surely at least one word from that list would be
appropriate.
Forget about first-time Charlie and low man on the
totem pole, the feminists would probably start a riot.
The words novice, rookie and amateur aren't exactly
flattering terms either since they suggest inferiority.
As far as tyro, neophyte and acolyte are concerned,
they're good words but it may take students 10 years to
figure out what they mean.
That leaves recruit, cub and learner. Recruit has a
certain military or sports connotation and cub may remind some women of Cub Scouts, a male-dominated
organization.
Tlie only word left is learner, but it probably won't
take someone long to find something wrong with that
either.
The point is, no matter what word is used instead of
freshman, someone is bound to be offended by it.
To coin a phrase: "You can please some people some
of the time, but you can't please all people all of the
time.
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us _al a break
Most of the people reading
this know what college is like.
They know what I mean when
I use words like prelim, commons, quad, or mall.
They know that weekends are
much too short, that the more
work you accomplish, the more
there seems to be the next day.
And most of all, they know the
value of a vacation.
There was no October break
this year. Students don't have to
be told this. In fact, some have
used The Daily *Pine Campus
as a way to 4ress their adamant feelings of an October
without a break...
Although some faculty have
said the semester is short
enough as it is, having three or
four days to one's self is an important concept.
And what a difference a few
extra days can make! Even two
days tacked on to a weekend can
make it seem like a real end to
a week.
If any of you are like me, you
use the weekend for studying or
catching up on the past week
(or weeks) you've let get the better of you for some reason or
another.
Friday: the day for promises.
"I've really got to buckle down
this weekend."
Friday, late afternoon:
"Finally! The weekend! Week's
over! No classes for 62 hours!"
Sixty-two hours. Account
roughly 18 hours for sleep and
you're down to 44. That seems
like a lot of hours, and if you're
really diligent, you'll spend 12
hours studying at various times
during the weekend. Then it's
down to 32 hours. Fifteen for
recreation (five a day), leaves 17
hours. Unexpected emergencies,
seven hours, leaving a nice,

Jon Bach
round 10. I'll allocate 10 for
shopping, errands, laundry, car
maintanence, whatever.
So, for the sake of argument,
there's the weekend. If you're a
great time manager, you should
have no problem getting things
done and coping with stress. If
you're not, then you can see
where another day or two
comes in handy.
Even if the one of the two extra days is an escape from studying, recreation, or whatever,
and you spend the next 14
straight hours sleeping from
sunrise to sunset, you've gained something valuable for your
survival: rest. You're not under
stress during this time.
Add another day for personal
freedom, time, allowing
yourself to be lazy, be active, be
yourself, be content, and you've
got an October break.
I wonder how it was ever
labeled "suicide break," but I
suppose there must be a good
reason. A longer Thanksgiving
break is fine, but it's too little
too late. ff there's anything to be
said for timing, then a break is
perfect just after or just before
first prelim 'week in early
October.

Today is Wednesday, the third
day of the academic week. If
there was a preceding four-day
weekend, this would be Monday
for us. The "Monday" falling
on a Wednesday makes the
week easier to get through to
-.the next weekend. That's an important consideration when
-talking about making the most
out of a break.
I think we needed those two
extra days two weeks ago.
November break is still a stretch
away and the semester isn't getting any easier.
I fear—to- mention that
Thanksgiving break will be
spent dealing with stress from
your relatives. Pressure to see
Aunt Angelina and Uncle Butch
can make the break seem like a
prison sentence. Not a great
--time for a "real" break by any
means.
An October break makes the
semester seem shorter, it makes
for a shorter academic jump to
November break.
Spending a few days catching
up with it all or getting away
from it all gives us time to break
from our robotic, cranial,
student-who's-learning mode
and to start feeling like humans
again.
To whatever powers-that-be:
would you consider giving back
our October break?
I sense I'm not alone in feeling that the "real world" is a
vacation compared to this place.
If that's what you wanted to accomplish by absolving our October break, congratulations!

Jonathan Bach is a senior
journalism major who tries to
squeeze every drop ofjuire out
of those two days they call a
"weekend'
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To the editor:

attacks is not fun or healthy,
The person who made the
but it has protected me - both
statement "But it feels so good"
, Rape Awareness Week—Last - could have been cured of igfrom good closeness and bad
closeness. To the ignorant,
year I avoided participating ìñ norance about rape by attenany of the various activities ding the offerings of awareness
selfish violators (and I wish I
because I thought I was aware week. The presentations helped
could confidently say that you
know who you- are - you pror.enough. After all, I was a sur- to reclaim -lost power -and to
vivor. I must know something. show support for the necessity
bably don't even know what you
This week I saw a poster an- of such a week. Yes, it is painare doing): your moments of
nouncing the presentations, in ful to remember but through
pleasure produce hours of ter• partici]i-ar, the'tecrere geared the pindi can edu-cete otheri.ror and years of ttimentI.. That
is nothing to be proud of.
towardsmen. It was defaced Rape is a stripping.
with graffiti exclaiming, "But it
Webster defines strip as "take
feels so good!"..This statement away; deprive, divest, deprive of
SMJ
reeked of the ignorance that clothing, tear off."
Old Town
CRAP RE1.1&lalt SYmea.S
promotes such acts of violence
Victims experience stripping
and power.
physically, perhaps, of clothing,
It must be difficult being but mostly of emotioris, percounted as male during a week sonal power, spirit, safety,
where the selfishness of your trust... I can go on all day.
brothers is being brought to the When a layer of skin is stripped
attention of the campus com- back, the underlayer is raw, senTo the editor:
of a decline
be prices. May I suggest a
munity. I can understand accep- sitive and vulnerable.
Think About This! Maybe private college for you. As to
ting responsibility for physical
In response to Jon Roderick's
this university offers a unique expensive pool hall time, where
injury if I was in a condemned
"But it feels so good." "UMaine in Decline". I'm sorry
opportunity to visit foreign I play pool it's $3.80 per hour
building and the structure col- Rape is preventable and that you believe the school is on
places such as: "Quebec" (that's and that's the least expensive
lapsed. To be considered avoidable if perpetrators or a decline. It was just recently
in Canada) because you certain- rate in my area. Also available
potential perpetrators become that the weather at the school
responsible for being raped
ly will not broaden your in my dorm is a pool table
because I willfully entered a aware of the fact that the inva- has become a problem. Btit behorizons going home If _you where it-it free.
on
c
boundaries:---tWMaine you
fraternity to visit a t1 tend is inwere not-so concerned with goLastly if all you can do in
tolerable .to me. Perpetrators (physically and emotionally) have probably known what the
ing home and instead in getting your last effort to e.rasp at
not
victims.
It
is
and
the
lack
of
cause rapes repect for the weather was like and have gotinvolved with your school you straws is to "dwell" on havhard to be a part of the human word "NO" -results-in-- RAPE: ten used to it. 11-y this, I like
would discover among other ing a police officer on duty at
Not sex-RAPE-the stripping snow. I like skiing. I even like to
race and not have the freedom
things, a championship bound the Bears' Den, you are letting
to go into buildings and feel away of self-esteem.
skate.
football team. The University
unreasonable aggression out on
The responsibility for rape
safe.
The school's location has
of Maine certainly attracts spor- this university. If the police ofI think it is time we stopped lies with the perpetrators, not become a major problem as of
ting talent of all kinds. These ficer at the Bears' Den is on the
allowing -the fraternities or the victims. Being in therapy for late also. We were never here in
athletes choose to come here top five reasons to hate this
other "dangerous" places to nearly a decade is not FUN. Be- Orono before. It frustrates me
when tihey could have gone school I am convinced now that
ing fat as a defense from future that no one is doing anything
control our lives.
anywhere, free! So maybe you this is the best school in the
about it. You should get a petishould stop speaking for the country.
tion started to move the school,
"majority" of the people who
Li-Maine love it or leave it.
for your convenience, to your
hate this school because none of
backyard. You would certainly
my close friends have much to
Kevin D. Glass
get much support from the peo- "Say negatiVely about it.
Travis Weaver
ple in the Bangor-Brewer area.
Your other concern seemed to
Somerset Hall
Do this before we slip into more

UMaine offers much

Knowing word
origin helps
To the editor:

Apparently Kevin Kluck
never took Latin. The word
"manipulative" comes from the
Latin word "manus", meaning
"hand". "Person" comes from
"persona", Latin for "mask",
"personality" I or "human
being".
Although "female" contains
the word "male" in it, "female"
is not a sexist word. It comes
from the Old French "femelle"
which originates from the Latin
word "femina" meaning
"woman".
"Lady" comes to us from the
• English word "hlaefidge'
which means "bread-kneader".
It once referred to a female_
ruler, feudal superior or knight,
and implied power, authority,
and superiority. Today it is offensive to some women because
it is so often used in a condescending manner.
"Woman" comes from the
Old English "wifman". The
male equivalent was "werman".
Translated literally these terms
mean "female person" and
"male person" respectively.
Yes, once upon a time the
word "man" did refer to both
men and women. While the
feminine prefix is still used the

male prefix has been dropped (it
is found only in the word
"werwolf').
Today, therefore, it is incorrect to use the word "man" to
refer to both sexes.
Not all words that contain
"man" or "men" are sexist.
Some other non-sexist words
that contain "man" and "men"
include: amen, emancipate,
manager, mandarin, mandate,
Manhattan, mania, manifest,
manor, manual, manufacture,
manifold,
manuscript,
-menopause,
menstrual,
ottoman.
"Freshman" is, unfortunately sexist. It refers to first year
male students, just as "Chair__man" refers to a male person in
charge of a committee, and
"Policeman" refers to a male
police officer.
Kevin is right in one respect,
nonsexist language will not
come from changing just one
word. On the other hand our
language is constantly changing. With care and a bit of
thought we can use it to reflect
and enhance the diversity and
richness of our lives.
Ellie Courtemanche
Old Town

Singers explain funding
To the editor:
Although I've tried to avoid
doing this for some time now,
I think it's appropriate to set the
record straight regarding the
University Singers and the controversy that has ensued in some
quarters as a result of the
allocation of $2000 by the Student Senate on October 10th.
The suggestion that our performance netted the Singers an
"extra" $500 is inaccurate. The
reason we sang for the Student
Senate was to present
something tangible so that they
could see how their money was
to be used. Granted, most student organizations do not sing,
but all are capable of offering
an effective presentation.
The musical performance
was a purely supplementary
portion of the presentation. The
presentation itself consisted of
a verbal discussion of the project and was accompanied with
prepared handouts which
outlined the costs pertaining to
our proposal.

There is nothing. "extra"
about the additional money
granted to us by the Senate.
When we had originally
prepared our tour estimate in
June of this year, we had expected our costs to run over by
about $1500. Less than a week
before we were to go befdre the
Senate we found out that our
costs would exceed funding by
over $2000. It was decided that
instead of changing the figure,
we would keep the amount at
the original $1500 requested.
During the meeting I pointed
out that groups frequently come
before the Senate and ask for
inflated amounts of money. My
point was to suggest that not
only was $1500 not an inflated
figure, but in point of fact was
over $500 short of the actual
amount we needed. When the
Senate amended our proposal
to $2000 they were recognizing
a need and acting to fulfill that
need.
The reality is, rather than
hiding behind their armchair
cynicism, those people who

have a vested interest in campus
politics are obliged to attend the
meetings which are regularly
held for the exchange of ideas.
This issue would have been accurately reported and interpreted had the persons presently involved in this debate been
in attendance
NOTE: The statement that
appeared in Senator Mendros'
article in last Friday's DMC
about the Singers not receiving
funding for our tour is inaccurate We receive funding from
the UMaine Alumni Association, the Music Department,
and Patrons of the Arts. The
University Singers are very appreciative of their generous support, yet we maintained a
substantial shortfall which was
our motivation behind addressing the Senate We apologize for
any misunderstanding.

Daniel Williams
President
University Singers
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Tooth and Justice

Shannon Wheeler

memo said the highest fine Potter could
set was $500,000.
Bakker faced a maximum sentence of
120 years. The memorandum did not
specify a recommended sentence but
cited a number of cases. Prosecutors said
in the memo the sentence should be
more than the longest of those cases,
which was 40 years.
"Every time there was a fork in the
road and one led to a lighter sentence
and one led to- a heavier sentence, Jim
took the one that led to the heavier
sentence," former U.S. Attorney Mike
Scofield said before the sentencing.
"When -Jim got on the courthouse
steps. and .said he was not guilty and
showed a complete lack of remorse and
contrition that's going to hurt him. That
means a lot to Judge Potter."
Prosecutors said a tough prison
-sentence would show that white-collar
criminals "will not be dealt with less harshly than those criminals who have
neither the wit nor the position to commit crimes other than those of
violence."
The prosecutors said Bakker has not
assumed responsibility for his crimes.
"The defendant's lack of remorse suggests little potential for meaningful
rehabilitation and demonstrates an increased likelihood of recidivism:' the
prosecutors wrote.
"Since leaving Pit, Bakker has
stioWn a -writirtgrifle—tricsolicitation of support through the use
of half-truths and mierepresentations:'
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other small structures.
Lick expressed disappointment with
the lack of progress made toward the
construction of a new student union.
"I think we have to make a decision.
Are we going to go back_ and ask the
students to consider helping build the
building as we did last spring, or are we
just going to have to decide that we cannat_huikl-something .that large?"
Last spring, students rejected a
referendum to increase the activities fee
to a level that would provide funding for
a new union.
According-to- Lick, a union building large enough to handle the needs of the
university would cost between- $12
million and $20 million.
Off-campus Senator Gary Atwood
asked what the administration plans to
do "about students that, supposedly, go
off campus and destroy people's-proper,
ty and are very loud."
Lick responded that "1 do think we
-have some problems with what happens
when students are drinking, but I don't
_think the problem is as bad as some people in the community would think."
In another issue, Cumberland Hall
Senator Tom Magadieu said, "I've been
here for four years and I've heard about
phone hook-ups (in dorm rooms) since
I got here."
"I promised it and it's going to happen," said Lick.
In the last bond issue, $3.5 million was
allocated for a fiber optic system that
will connect the entire campus.
With the system, for example, a student could not only have a telephone in
their room', but could also connect a
computer that could "tie in" to the campus computer system.
The system should be operational by
January of 1991.
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University of Maine hockey player Randy Olson was
suspended for six games because of a rules violation, the
NCAK announced Friday.
The NCAA ruled Olson temporarily ineligible because he
played in a professional league, which is not allowed.
Olson participated in gmes in the Weiternjjockey
Leaglie, a—division of Major Junior A hockey, a league which
pays its players. He played in the Western HocKey League
when he was 16-17 years old.
According to UMaine head coach Shawn Walsh, Olson
did not receive money for playing in Major Junior A but
was suspended because the NCAA looks upon he league
as professional.
This is the second time in as many seasons that a UMaine
hockey player has been suspended for an NCAA violation.
Last season, Steve Widmeyer was suspended for the entire season from playing with the Black Bears for his association with Major Junior A hockey, playing in the Ontario
ockey League. But Walsh said the two cases are different.
"Randy participated in play," Walsh said. "Steve had
no participation but was involved with an agent (Anton
Thun)and had signed a contract. The NCAA is being consistent with its ruling."
The NCAA ruled that Olson, a freshman center for the
Black Bears, will have to sit out the same number of games
Ior tilvtaine,that-Ke„.plarglin Major Junior A, a total of
six.
Olson, who scored 69 goals and had 95 assists in the
Saskatchewan limier -Hockey League last se' on., wilLbe
eligible to play in unifrom on Nov. 18 when the Black Bears
play Providence College at home. But the exact date the
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan native will be in uniform for
UMaine is unknown.
"(Randy) needs to be in better game shape," Walsh
said. "He's behind everybody because he's practiced for one
week while everyone else has practiced for three."
Olson, the Saskatchewan Junior Hockey League's Most
Valuable Player last season, was unable to practice on the
ice with his teammates until the NCAA ruling was made last
Friday.
Olson c-outd-not-be-reached for-comment
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No, it's not a swimming pool, it's the University of Maine's track just before the cross country
meet on Saturday.

World Series resumes its Game 3 Friday
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Finally, a
bright day at the World Series.
Candlestick Park is safe, the weather
forecast looks good and the Oakland
Athletics and the San Francisco Giants
worked out with spirit Tuesday, exactly
ne week after an earthquake shook the
Bay area.
"We know the definite date we're going to play and we need to get ready,"

Will Clark said before a soggy, but sunny, Giants practice.
Candlestick Park, meanwhile, is set to
go for Game 3 Friday evening. Mayor
Art Agnos on Tuesday certified the
stadium as structurally sound.
"It's as safe as any facility can be,
before or after an earthquake." he
said.
The weather also seemed ready to

Coach Walsh named
to U.S. Selects Team
on Dec. 19 and 20 respectively, which is
,so Walsh
during UMaine's exam weekwill not miss a game or a practice with
the Black Bears.
University of Maine Hockey Coach
Shawn Walsh has been named coach of _- "That makes the timing very good fó?
me," Walsh said, "because we won't
a United States Selects 'earn that will
play a pair of games against Sokol-Kiev, even be practicing then."
America's top collegian hockey players
a Soviet Elite Division team touring the
will be chosen for the Select team. The
country this year.
team will have a limited amount of time
UMaine will play the same Soviet
to prepare for the Soviets, but Walsh said
team on Dec. 15.
some Hockey East players will probably
The games will be played in an
make the team so he will have some idea
areanot traditionatty known for its
what he is working with for personnel.
hockey.
"We're only going to be able to have
Orlando, Fla. and Dallas.—texas will
\
(see WALSH page 12)
played
two
games,
be the sights for the
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer

cooperate. After a week of scattered
showers, the National Weather Service
predicted clear skies for the weekend.
But it might rain before then, so the
Athletics are leaving for their spring
training camp in Phoenix for workouts.
They will depart Wednesday morning
and return Thursday evening, surely accumulating more frequent- flyer miles
than they ever expected at a subway
series.
"If they could guarantee we could do
everything we planned, it would be better to stay," Oakland manager Tony
LaRussa said.
The Rolling Stones rock group is
scheduled to play at the Oakland Coliseum on Nov. 4-5 and nearly 250,000
tickets have been sold. The Stones say
their contract allows them to move into
the stadium five days earlier to set tip,
and that could conflict with Games 6
and 7 of the World Series, if necessary,
on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1.
"Maybe we could be the opening
act," Athletics general manager Sandy
Alderson said. "I'm sure something can
be worked out. It might mean a delay of
a day or two for the concerts."
Concert promoter Bill Graham said
that his, options included postponing the
-"how for a day or having the Rolling

•

Stones play at the Coliseum on a smaller
stage that would not take as much time
to set up.
_ "What we're saying is that baseball's
interests come ahead of rock 'n' roll ...
That's what makes my hair stand up.
"As we're getting closer, I think it will
be easier," Oakland's Dave Stewart,
who will start game 3, said. "It's like
opening a present on Christmas Eve and
then opening everything else the next
morning. There's a growing sense of an
ticipation."
Both practice sessions lbesday were
lively. Shouts echoed through
Candlestick as the Giants took batting
practice, while Rickey Henderson and'
Dave Parker kept the Athletics laughing
as they tried to catch infield grotinders.
- "We're feeling a lot better now-because
we know what's going on," Giants pitcher Kelly Downs said. "It would be real
tough if they would've needed to delay
it again. If that happened, I'm sure a lot
of guys would feel that they should just
cancel the World Series."
There will be a moment of silence at
exactly 5:04 p.m., the time the earthquake shook northern California. The
honor of the ceremonial-first ball, which
was to be thrown out by Giants Hall of
Famer Willie Mays, will go to a representative of the relief efforts
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Cleveland's Slaughter is true to his name
ed to know whether I was in a man-toman or a zone (coverage). He was adjusting the routes accordingly. For instance, they were running a lot of•
underneath routes when I was back in
a deep zone."
"I didn't know Lorenzo Lynch would
be in there," Slaughter said. "I
thought Vestee Jackson would be in
there. It just happened that we hit some
things on them early."
On first down from the Browns'
3-yard line midway through the fourth
quarter, Slaughter sprinted past Jackson
down the left sideline, took Kosar's pass
in stride at about the Cleveland 37 and
ran it in from there, pausing only for a
360'-degree turn when Jackson tried to
knock him out of bounds.
It was.the longest play from .scrunmage in Browns' histor and the longest
in the NFL since Ron Jaworski and Mike
Quick teamed on a 99-yard pass for
Philadelphia in 1985.
"1 didn't need to make a move,"
Slaughter said. "I caught him (Jackson)
in his backpedal and went right past
him. Bernie put the ball right there.
Jackson grabbed nit, and I spun
around and kept going."

CLEVELAND (AP) — Chicago's
Lorenzo Lynch would have been better
off if he'd stayed on the bench.
Lynch replaced the disgruntled Vestee
Jackson as the Bears' starting right cornerback Monday night and Was victimized several times as Cleveland's Webster
Slaughter caught a career-high eight
passes for 186 yards in the Browns' 27-7
victory.

"I was just a step off all night,"
said Lynch, a former strike replacement
player. "I couldn't get on track.
- EvEry -time lie caught the ball, I was
rightThere. It's not like he ran away from
me, but I was a step late. He's a good
receiver."
Jackson skipped pracricer hest'idsday afterafter Coach Mike Ditka said he
planned to start Lynch in his place.
Jackson had been burned in zone
coverage in a 33-28 loss to Houston a
week ago.
Lynch, however, did little to nail down
the job Monday. He and the rest of the
Bears' secondary were unable to stall the
Browns' short passing game, and Ditka
eventually turned back to Jackson.
"Bernie Kosar was reading (the
defense) well." I \ rich said. "He seem-

WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
For reggae, jazz, blues, hard core alternative, classical, and news, listen to Radi
Free Orono seven days a week.

The touchdown, and a goal-line stand
that preceded it, gave the Browns a 24-0
lead, and the only suspense remaining
was whether the Cleveland defense
would get its second shutout of the
season.
Jim Harbaugh, who replaced Mike
Tomczak as the Bears' quarterback in
the third quarter, ruined that with a
5-yard scoring pass to Wendell Davis
with 3:47 left.
Kosar, who was 22 of 29 for 281 yards,
threw a 3-yard touchdown pass to Eric
Metcalf in the first quarter, and Metcalf
scored on a 7-yard run in the third

period. Kosar broke out of a four-game
slump with 22 completioins tin 29 attempts for 281 yards.
,
7r
first-1.of
sha'e
a
earned
(4-3)
Cleveland
place with Houston and Cincinnati in
the AFC Central. Chicago (4-3), which
has lost three in a row for the first time
since Ditka arrived in 1982, dropped one
game behind Minnesota in the NFC Central.
"Maybe we have to go •back to what
we do best, and that's to try and
establish the funning game,-'1-.Ditka
said.

NFL commissioner stiff
not named by owners
there have been six ballots, four at
CLEVELAND (AP) — NFL owners
Grapevine and two at.Chicago on Julycontinued their debate over the successor
to Pete Rozelle on Tuesday, going past 6 — on that one, Finks got 16 votes-with -11 abstentions.
the 30-hour mark in their formal
Neither of the two candidates was pitdeliberations with no resolution apsent for the debate and there seemed no
parent to the deadlock that has existed
other compromise candidate who could
for the past fou.5 months.
Paul 'Pagliabut, the NFL's Washington get -anywhere near the votes needed.
Some owners, like Minnesota's Mike
lawyer, remained the favorite, but there.
votes
19
the
were optimistic that some resoluLynn,
near
was
he
that
novisign
was
necessary for election as the owiers con- tion could be reached in the deadlock,
which pits many of the old-line owners
tinued to talk.
at
Finks against a group made
met,
Grapevine,
supporting
they
time
last
The
Texas, two weeks ago, four ballots were, up primarily of those newer to the
ken, with Tagliabue and New Orleans_1cague. They support TagliabiLe.
Saints iiresignt" Jim Finks getting 1-3---v•mething or an irony, dike the ItttNetr(see NFL page 11)
votes each with two abstentions. In all.
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9 DAYS OF SKIING
PAYS FOR PASS

BUY A
SEASONS PASS!

*(Only $300.00 until November 1st)
..

*

A WARREN MILLER SILINMOVIE
* $2.00/person "or" FREE wiSeasop Pass receipt
,
*

*
. •
If you find yourself in need of sommone to talk to on
"
nights'and weekends, you can now call 5S1-4020 and a-help
volunteer04EL INE worker will assia iOw in getting
are'
for your immed ate concern. The hours of coverage

-
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UMaine Notebook
UMaine in national spotlight

ur-game
1 29 atA reporter from Sports Illustrated
has been at the University of Maine
periodically for the past three weeks
and a story on the football team is expected to be published in this week's
edition of the magazine.
The undefeated Black Bears, ranked fourth in the nation and first in the
Lambert Cup/Meadowlands poll,
which recognizes the best team in the
East, were also featured on ESPN last
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The current flap over the University of Maine athletic department's
points system is certainly generating
its share of controversy.
What started out as a new and
potentially effective. way to generate
funding for athletics has turned into
a public relations nightmare.
And each day the opposition and
problems just keep piling up.
The Maine State Senate is looking
into thelogistics of' the plan and at
least one state senator has gone on the
record as being against it.
In an effort to tone down the public
outcry, proponents of the plan
brought in a representative of Illinois
State University, where a similar
points program has already been
started, last week to explain how that
system operates.
Although this day-long session
helped to answer some of the questions organizers and members of the
public had about the system, the
negative public outerTis still there.
Most of this controversy and confusion could have been avoided at the
start if the athletic department hadn't
been so vague about the specifics of
he points plan when it was_first
announced.
Although I have to admit that my
first reaction to the plan was to condemn it as unfair, I've decided upon
further analysis that the plan is not
without its merits.
Skip Chappelle, head of the Black
Bear Fund, and Kevin White, athletic
director, have a point when they say
that the athletic fund needs more
sources of money.
It's hard to have winning programs
in the major sports such as football,
hockey, baseball and basketball each
and every year if the funding remains
the same, or even declines_ Furthermore, successful varsity
programs receiving less funding such
as men's soccer, golf, swimming and
track may become non-existent if new
sources of revenue aren't found.
Besides, if not for th-e—points
system, all -eight season tickets for
hockey that. were not renewed this
season may have gone to prominent
donors such as Larry Mahaneyror
Harold Alfond.
Instead, four tickets went to the
public and four went to the Black
Bear Fund via the points plan.
I think the htisic idea behind the
points system is a fairly good one. Buf
the plan needs a bit of cosmetic
(see IN FF
.- page 12)

Alfond Arena has a new electronic
scoreboard. It was put up last
weekend and will be used in UMaines
home-opener against the University
of Michigan-Dearborn this weekend.
The scoreboard was donated by Coca
Cola of northern New England.

Hocko finishes exhibition season
The Black Bears traveled to the
University of New Hampshire's Snively Arena to play Boston College in the
Hockey East Face-Off Night on Friday. The Eagles downed UMaine, 3-2
in the two 25-minute-half format.
UMaine goals were scored by
freshman Jim Montgomery and
sophomore Mike Barkley
Junior- goaltender Matt Delguidice
made 11 saves on 11 shots and senior
Scott' King saved all seven shots he
faced. Sophomore Garth Snow gave
up three goals and made seven saves
for UMaine.
The Black Bears played their final
Blue./ White Game. in Presque IsleSunday. The Blue team won, 4-2.
Senior Guy Perron, returned from a
groin injury to score two goals for the
Blue and Justin Tomberlin and Brian
Downey each had one goal.
Scoring for the White team were
sophomores Martin Robitaille and
Scott Pellerin.

•NFL
(continued from page 10)
old former Georgetown basketball player
has been one of Rozelle's closest advisers
for a decade.
Yet some insisted that too much was
being made of the New Guard-Old
Guard split.
"There are a lot of people split different ways," said Jerry Jones, who
purchased the Dallas Cowboys last
March and has voted for Tagliabue. "I
find myself agreeing with different people on different issues."
Nonetheless, Tagliabue seemed the only one of the two current candidates able
to break the deadlock, primarily because
he is respected by both factions.
And whatever was to come might be
in a different form, like an executive
committee of owners overseeing the
commissioner. There also has been talk
of one commissioner for business and
another for football — although
Tagliabue and Finks have indicated they
would be reluctant to split the job that
way.

You've thought aboUt it.
You've tried to imagine
what it would be like.

You know it would be
exciting. And a
challenge. And quite
possibly the most
rewarding experience of
your life...
•
Talk to her Lofying, UMF's PEACE CORPS
Recruiter about his work as Peace Corps
Animal Husbandry Volunteer in Guatemala
AND learn how your degree and skills can
be put to work overseas.
It isn't ease and it isn't tor everyone-Anne
will tell you that up front But. if you've
ever considered going overseas with Peace
Corps. take time TWAY to find out about
The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love'
INFO TABLE
THURS. OCT 26 10 - 2:00 p.m.
Memorial Union Lobby
FILM SEMINAR
THURS, OCT 26 7:30
North Lown Rm, Mem
_ Union' OFFICE HOURS: M-TH 11-12:00 and
12:30-2:00 FRI 10-12:00
6 WINSLOW HALL
OR CALL 581-3204
INFO INTERVIEWS CAREER CENTER-WINGATE
FRI OCT 27 10-12 CALL 1353

U.S.Peace Corps
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'Neff
surgery.
Dave Barber's idea of setting aside
only a certain number of seats
governed by the point system in Tuesday's edition of the Bangor Daily
News is a good one.
Why make changes across the
board, all at once in relation to
seating? It makes more sense to ease
fans-into it gradually.
I don't think each seat at every
facility should be affected by the new
plan. Some consideration should be
extended to those whose wallets may
not beisMt as Thole or a 'seYet-few.
Preferential treatment, whether it's
in the form of seating at sports events
or reduced tuition rates for faculty

The Daily Maine Campus, Wednesday, October 23, 1989.

•Walsh

(cominued from page 11)

and their families (yes, that is one of
the benefits of working at UMaine),
will always be a part of academia.
It may be best described as a
necessary evil that has to be put up with. But that doesn't mean it should
go unscrutinized or unchecked.
The bottom line is that success at
a high level in sports doesn't come_
cheap, and if people want UMaine
sports to be successful on an annual
basis, they have CO be willing to pay
for it.
Whether it's worth the COSI Ot not
is another issue or atialheltoTtimii.—
Andrew Neffis a seniorjournalism
major from Brewer.

i

NCAA Division l-AA
Football Poll

I. Eastern Kentucky (3) 7-0
2. Georgia Southern (1) 7-0
3. Furman 6-1
4. UMaine 8-0
5. Stephen F. Austin 6-1
6. Boise State 5-2
7. Southwest Missouri 7-1
8. Holy Cross 6-1
9. Idaho 6-2
Liberty 6-0
—
Youngstown StatelXr—

one practice and then put the team
together. But I'm sure a couple of
(Boston College) players will make the
tearil so I can pair them together (on the
ice)," Walsh said.
But Walsh is excited about the
challenge.
USA Hockey, which is part of the
Amateur Hockey Association of the
United States is sponsoring the exhibition games.

continued from page 10)

The committee that selected Walsh included Dave Peterson, the 1988 U.S.
Olympic coach. The group is also
responsible for hiring the 1992 Olympic
coach:
Walsh he didn't know where this
would put him as far as being selected
as the next Olympic coach and said that
decision wouldn't be made probably un
til next year, but he added, "I-'m hoping
I'm in contention for it."

Study surveys female black students
(CPS) — Many black women
enrolled at predominantly white campuses never get to feel welcome or atease through their college careers, said
a new report issued by the Association of American Colleges.
The report, called "Black Women
in Academe," said many black
women regularly are excluded from
the informal and social parts of college life.
"All members of campus communities at predominantly white colleges need to be aware of the impact
of double discrimination — racism
and sexism_ — _ on black female
students, faculty members, staff
members and administrators," said
the report, authored by Yolanda
Moses, vice president for academic
affairs and an anthropology professor
at California State UniversityDominguez Hills.
"Black women face a double set of
problems, those faced by both women
and blacks," added Bernice

Sandler, head of the AAC's Project
on the Status and Education of
Women. "Often sexism and racism
are so fused that it. is difficult to tell
which is which."
Moses found black women tend tobe isolated on their campuses in subtle ways.
"When we talk about black issues
in class, I am called upon," one
student told Moses, "but not at anr
other time."
To solve the problems, Moses suggested schools stage more courses
about black women, plan more campus activities to address their emir_
cerns, and develop new student ser- -vices to reflect their presence on
campus.
Not all black women agree the
report was accurate.
"So far, I don't feel I'm excluded
from my major orgocillty it er,
said Deborah Price, a sophomore at
George Washington University in
Washington, D.C. "I don't feel
neglected at all."
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Thursday, November 9th,
8:00 P.M., in the Pit!
UMaine Student Price: $10
General Public Price: $14 ____
Tickets available at the
Memorial Union Info Booth
Monday through Friday
from 10-3:00!
Get your tickets while they last!
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